Gene expression analysis by means of microarrays is based on the sequence specific binding of mRNA to DNA oligonucleotide probes and its measurement using fluorescent labels. The binding of RNA fragments involving other sequences than the intended target is problematic because it adds a "chemical background" to the signal, which is not related to the expression degree of the target gene.
Introduction
Understanding of factors affecting the transcription of genetic information into the proteome level is one of the major challenges in the context of systems biology and molecular medicine. It requires new high-throughput techniques to analyse the activity of a large number of potentially important genes.
The high-density-oligo-nucleotide-array (HDONA) technology enables to estimate the expression degree of thousands of genes in particular cells or tissues at once by the measurement of the abundance of the respective messenger RNA. This method is based on both, the sequence specific binding (hybridization) of the "target" RNA to complementary DNA oligonucleotide probes and the fluorescence labelling and detection of probe-bound RNA transcripts as well. For example, up to one million probes of different sequences referring to 20.000 -45.0000 different genes are attached to typical microarrays of the GeneChip type in spots of a few µm 2 per probe (Lipshutz et al., 1999) .
The integral fluorescence intensity per probe array is directly related to the amount of bound RNA, which in turn serves as a measure of the target RNA concentration in the studied sample solution. It represents a mixture of RNA fragments with a wide distribution of different sequences. A considerable amount of RNA fragments consequently involves other sequences than the intended target of a selected probe. Unfortunately also these non-specific transcripts can possess a non negligible affinity for duplex formation with the probes. In other words, duplex formation between RNA transcripts and the DNA probes partially lacks specificity in terms of complementary Watson Crick (WC) base pairings. This non-specific hybridization is problematic for chip analysis because it adds a "chemical" background intensity, which is not related to the expression degree of the target gene.
One experimental option to deal with this problem is the pairwise design of each probe sequence on Affymetrix © GeneChip micoarrays (Affymetrix, 2001a) . The sequence of the 25-meric so-called perfect match (PM) probe is taken from the target gene and thus it is complementary to a sequence length of 25 nucleotide bases in the transcribed target RNA. On the other hand, the so-called mismatch probe (MM) is identical with the PM probe except the base in the middle of the sequence, which is replaced by its complement to prevent specific hybridization, i.e. the binding of the target RNA. This way, the MM probe intends to measure the amount of non-specific hybridization, and thus to provide a correction of the PM intensity for the chemical background. In addition, a certain number (usually [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] of PM/MM probe pairs taken from different regions of the same gene form a so-called probe set to get several estimates of its expression degree and thus to improve the reliability of the method.
The idea behind the correction using mismatches is based on the assumption that non-specific binding is identical for PM and MM probes, i.e., non-specific transcripts do not see the letter change in the middle of the sequence. It is further assumed in accordance with conventional hybridization theory that the mismatch strongly reduces the affinity of target binding to the MM, and thus specific transcripts see the change of the middle letter (Li and Wong, 2001a; Li and Wong, 2001b) . These assumptions predict a systematically equal or higher intensity of the PM compared with that of the MM, I
PM ≥ I MM , given that the fluorescence response per bound transcript is identical for PM and MM and for specific and non-specific hybridization as well.
Chip analyses however show that a fair number of MM probes posses a larger fluorescence intensity than their PM counterpart (Naef et al., 2002) . It was concluded that conventional hybridization theory is simply inadequate, and particularly, that the basic mechanism of MM hybridization is not understood yet. As a consequence many algorithms of gene expression analysis simply ignore MM intensity data (see, e.g., (Zhou and Abagyan, 2002) and (Irizarry et al., 2003) for an overview) or the MM are considered in an empirical fashion to exclude "bad" probes from the analysis (Affymetrix, The accurate interpretation of microarray intensity data in terms of the expression degree remains a significant challenge, which requires the understanding of the hybridization behavior on the level of base-pair interactions. The present publication aims at examining the validity of the basic rules of DNA/RNA hybridization in solution for hybridization on HDONA microarrays and at extracting a molecular signature to discriminate specific and non-specific hybridization on the level of base pairings in DNA/RNA duplexes.
Chip data
The classification of the probes according to perfect-matched and mismatched pairings of the middle base refers to specific duplexes of the PM and MM probes with the complementary sequence of the respective target RNA. Consequently the interpretation of MM intensity data in terms of SC base pairings assumes exclusively specific hybridization of the MM probes, a condition which is usually not realized. The present study therefore separates specific and non-specific hybridization using a
special calibration data set to analyze the PM and MM probe intensities in terms of base pair interactions in RNA/DNA duplexes on microarrays.
Particularly, the microarray intensity data of PM and MM probes, I p PM and I p MM (p is the probe no.), respectively, are taken from the Affymetrix' human genome HG U133 Latin Square (HG U133-LS) data set available at http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/sample_data/datasets.affx. The 
Results

The effect of "bright" MM probe intensities is related to non-specific hybridization
More than 30% of all probe pairs of Affymetrix © GeneChips are characterized by "bright" mismatched MM probes, which show a higher intensity and thus a stronger affinity for duplex formation with RNA fragments than the respective perfect matched PM probes although the middle base in the MM does not match the target sequence in terms of Watson-Crick (WC) pairs (Naef et al., 2002) . To analyse this effect as a function of the relative amount of specific transcripts we plot the log-intensity difference,
, of all spiked-in probes pairs at all available concentrations of specific transcripts (0 pM ≤ c RNA S ≤ 512 pM) as function of the set-averaged mean log intensity,
)> set , which serves as an empirical measure of the concentration of specific transcript (Binder et al., 2004b ) (see Fig. 1 ). Note that the usually eleven probes of each set refer to one target gene and thus to specific RNA fragments of one concentration.
We used this simple parameter instead of other estimates of the relative transcript concentration (see ref. (Irizarry et al., 2003) for an overview) because (i) it can be calculated for single chips, i.e., it is not based on the comparison of the probe intensities of several chips; (ii) the computation of <logI p PM+MM > set is rather simple; and (iii) it includes no correction for the chemical background, the identification of which is one goal of the present work. The logI p PM-MM data are separately re-plotted for three selected spiked-in concentrations in the lower panel of Fig. 1 . It shows that the concentration of specific transcripts well correlates with the set averaged log-intensity, <logI p PM+MM > set , which however spreads with an uncertainty of δ<logI PM+MM > ≈ ±0.5 for each spiked-in concentration.
The lower part of Fig. 1 clearly reveals that the PM-MM log-intensity difference increases with increasing amounts of specific transcripts. In particular, the cloud of the logI p PM-MM data markedly shifts upwards with increasing c RNA
S
. The parallel increase of the mean intensity difference averaged over all spiked-in probes of one concentration, <logI p PM-MM > c=const , clearly reflects this trend (see Fig.   2 ). The onset of saturation gives rise to a maximum of the averaged log intensity difference at higher For a more detailed analysis we also calculated the fraction of probe pairs with "bright" MM, 
Figs. 1 and 2
In the absence of specific hybridization nearly one half of all spiked-in probe pairs gives rise to "bright" MM. Owing to this effect more than 20% of the spiked-in probe sets are characterized by a larger set averaged MM intensity compared with the respective PM value (i.e., <logI PM-MM > set < 0, see also the open circles in Fig. 1 , which show the set averaged log-intensity differences of the spiked-in probes). The respective fraction of probe sets of "bright MM", f set (MM>PM), more steeply decreases with increasing concentration of specific transcripts than the overall fraction of single "bright" MM probes, f(MM>PM) (see triangles in the lower panel of Fig. 2 ). This difference can be simply explained by means of the binominal distribution ( )
, where p = f(MM>PM) is the probability to find a probe pair with "bright MM". It predicts the probability that n = N(MM>PM) probe pairs meet the condition I MM >I PM within an independent set of N = N set probe pairs, if one assumes that the sequence specific affinities of the probes are randomly distributed among the probe sets (see below) and that the PM and MM log-intensities are equally distributed about the set averages. Then, the fraction of "bright MM probe sets" is to a good approximation given by the probability that more than 50% of the probe pairs of the set possess bright MM, i.e.
with n(min)≈0.5⋅N set . Figure 2 shows that the experimental data are well compatible with n(min) = 6 -7 (compare the triangles with the curves "6" and "7") in agreement with the prediction.
Fig. 3
To generalize these results we calculate the fraction of "bright" MM and the mean log-intensity difference for all 250.000 probes of a HG U133 chip (see Fig. 3 ). The respective running averages of f(MM<PM) and of <logI p PM-MM > show virtually the same features as the respective curves of the spiked-in genes (compare with Fig. 2 ). Note that the x-axes in both figures, the concentration in Fig. 2 and mean intensity in 
Figs. 6 and 7
In Figs. 6 and 7 we plot the middle base-specific fraction of bright MM, f B (MM<PM) (panel below), and the respective mean PM-MM difference, logI B PM-MM (panel above), for comparison of the chip averages ( Fig. 6 ) with the respective averages over the spiked-in probes (Fig. 7) . Both kinds of data show essentially identical properties indicating, (i) that the whole ensemble of probes behaves similarly compared with the reduced ensemble of spiked-in probes, and (ii) that the concentration dependence of the specific transcripts transforms into the scale of the set-averaged intensity to a good approximation (see above).
The mean difference of log intensities, logI B PM-MM , is negative for the middle bases B=A and G and clearly positive for T and C with values, which obey a duplet-like pattern according to the relation C≈T>0>G≈A in the limit of non-specific hybridization. The logI B PM-MM -curves split into four different courses in the intermediate intensity range according to C>T>G>A>0, and finally the G and T curves merge together giving rise to a triplet-like pattern with C>T≈G>A>0 at high mean intensities, i.e., in the limit of dominating specific hybridization. Hence, the systematic shift between the PM-MM intensity differences is clearly affected by the relative amount of specific hybridization indicating that specific and non-specific transcripts bind differently to probes with a certain middle base.
The slightly smaller fraction of bright MM for B=A,G in the full data set compared with the spiked-in set at small abscissa values can be attributed to the fact that a small amount of specific transcripts also contributes to the respective averages in the limit of small abscissa-values of the mean intensity.
Middle-base averaged probe sensitivity
In a next step we transform the log-intensity difference referring to one middle base into a relative scale with respect to the total mean over all spiked-in probes of one concentration (<…> c=const ) by means of log log ,
Equation 2 defines the middle base related sensitivity difference between perfect matched and mismatched oligonucleotide probes. Note that the sensitivity characterizes the ability of a probe to detect a certain amount of RNA (Binder et al., 2004b) . It depends on the binding affinity (i.e. the binding "strength" for duplex formation with the target) and on the fluorescence yield (which is related to the intensity per bound transcript, i.e., to the number of fluorescence labels attached to the RNA sequence) of the relevant RNA transcripts. The middle-base related sensitivity given by Eq. 2 is expected to filter out the systematic effect of the respective middle base on the PM-MM log-intensity difference. Figure 8 shows the respective sensitivity data which are derived from the Latin square experiment as a function of the specific transcript concentration of the spiked-in probes, c RNA S (see also Fig. 7 ).
Figs. 8 and 9
In the limit of dominating non-specific hybridization at small c RNA S values one obtains a duplet-like relation between the data, 
Positional dependent single base (SB) model
To further specify the effect of each single base along the probe sequences on the observed sensitivity difference we used a simple model, which approximates the sensitivity of P = PM, MM probes, , log log ,
by a sum of base and positional dependent sensitivity terms,
The considered probes (index p) were taken from a subset of all probes on the chip, Σ h , which refers predominantly to non-specifically (h=NS) and specifically (h=S) hybridized probes (i.e., p∈Σ h ). We chose all probe sets which meet the condition <logI p PM+MM > set < 1. there is on the average only a weak base-specific contribution from the mismatched middle base of the MM probes to the respective probe intensities in the limit of specific hybridization. On the other hand, the matched bases at the remaining sequence positions k ≠ 13 give rise to similar sensitivity profiles of the PM and MM probes in the limit of specific and non-specific hybridization as well, i.e., σ k PM,h (B) ≈ σ k MM,h (B) for k≠13 and h=N, NS.
For the further discussion of the positional effect on the PM-MM sensitivity difference let us rewrite the SB model for each PM/MM pair:
Equation 5 On the other hand, the sensitivity difference of the middle base considerably differs from zero. The σ 13 PM-MM (B)-values change in a similar fashion as the middle-base related sensitivity differences Y B PM-MM with increasing amount of specific transcripts (see Fig. 8 and previous section). Namely, the difference of the sensitivity terms split into a duplet, σ 13
, in the limit of non-specific hybridization and into a triplet, σ 13 
Note that Y B PM-MM and σ 13 PM-MM (B) are the results of independent analyses where the former one simply averages out the effect of the bases at positions k≠13 in contrast to the latter method, which explicitly considers the mean effect of each base at each position.
Discussion
The affinity of DNA oligonucleotide probes for RNA binding
Essentially four multiplicative factors affect the signal intensity of microarray probes: (i) the binding affinity of the particular probe for duplex formation with RNA fragments, (ii) the fluorescence yield of probe-bound RNA fragments depending on the number of labelled nucleotides in their sequence, (iii) the relative abundance of RNA fragments which potentially bind to the probe in the sample solution and (iv) a proportionality constant which considers effects due to chip fabrication (e.g. the surface density of probes), sample preparation (e.g., the total RNA concentration in the sample solution) and imaging (e.g., the sensitivity of the scanner) (Binder et al., 2004a) . Effects (iii) and (iv) are common for a given gene and chip, respectively, and, thus they largely cancel out in the log-intensity 
where K B P,h denotes the effective binding constant of the P=PM (and MM) probe with middle letter B (and B c ) for association with specific (h=S) and non-specific transcripts (h=NS), respectively (see also 
In other words, the middle base related log-intensity difference provides a measure of the affinity difference between complementary bases in DNA/RNA duplexes with specific and non-specific transcripts in terms of their binding constants.
Base pairings in specific duplexes of PM and MM probes
The sequence of a specific RNA target, ξ p Figure 10 illustrates this situation for B=G.
Fig. 10
Let us split the middle-base related binding constant of specific hybridization into two factors according to , , , 13
where , ,13 log log ( )
is the mean effective binding constant due to the middlebase B, (P=PM, MM), and , 13 , 13 log log ( ) •b c ). We decomposed the free energies into a base-independent mean contribution, 
Let us split the binding constant of non-specific hybridization in the effective binding constants due to the middle-base at position k=13, The logarithm of Eq. 13 shows that the binding constant in non-specific duplexes provides an effective free energy contribution which is apparently reduced by the term log(f 13 WC ) compared with the free energy of the WC base pairing, , 13
log ( ) log ( )
where f that Eq. 14 refers to the binding of non-specific RNA fragments to P=PM and MM probes as well (see Fig. 10 for B=C). After rearrangement of Eq. 14 and making use of Eq. 10 we obtain ( ) , , 13 13 0, 13 13 log log log ( ) ( ) •b (see Fig. 10 for illustration). Fig. 3 and dashed lines in Fig. 11 for illustration) . One expects however for ε 0 WC-WC a vanishing value (see Eq. 16) because the PM and MM on the average possess an equal affinity for WC pairings with the non-specific RNA fragments. The non-random probability distribution of the middle base among the PM probes on the HG-U133 Affymetrix © chip with a slightly higher fraction of C and T (23% and 31%, respectively) compared with G and A (22% and 24%) partly, but not fully explains the significant deviation of the observed from the expected value.
Possibly also a non-random base distribution of the PM and MM probes at k≠13 and of the relevant non-specific RNA fragments give rise to the observed effect because it potentially introduces an asymmetric relation between the PM and MM intensities.
The mean free energy difference considerably changes to -ε 0,13 Fig. 11 and Fig. 8 ). This relation between the sensitivities can be rationalized if the middle base of the PM probe forms a WC pair whereas the complementary middle base of the MM probe "faces itself" in a self complementary (SC) base pair with the RNA target (see Fig. 10 for illustration). The triplet-like relation between the data is compatible with the assumption that the SC pairs on the average only weakly contribute to duplex stability as stated above, i.e. Using a stochastic approach, Wu and Irizzary (Wu and Irizarry, 2004) claimed that the effect of bright MM is a consequence of the noisy character of the system and of the difference in the affinities for different sequences combined with the assumption that the MM do not measure specific signal. Our results however clearly indicate that also the MM bind specific transcripts in relevant amounts.
Moreover, the analysis of chip data without differentiation between specific and non-specific hybridization seems not appropriate at least at small intensities because the central base affects duplex formation in a letter-specific fashion.
Accuracy and precision of expression measures
The basic application of the GeneChip technology intends to estimate the level of differential gene , the apparent differential expression, additively decomposes into the true log-fold change of the RNA concentration and an incremental contribution ∆DE The latter term is a function of the concentration ratio of non-specific and specific RNA, The MM probes were designed to estimate the amount of non-specific hybridization, and, this way, to provide corrected intensities by means of the intensity difference of the probe pairs, ∆≡PM-MM (see Appendix). Indeed, the respective differential expression values on average provide a relative accurate result (see Fig. 12 , part c). The averages of the DE B P over the four middle bases show that the accuracy of the intensity measures of the differential expression decrease according to "true" ≈ PM-MM > PM > MM (see Fig. 12, part d) .
Interestingly, the calculated DE B P -data reveal a second effect. The PM-only estimates, DE B PM , are independent of the middle base whereas the log-fold intensity changes of the MM and consequently also that of the PM-MM difference markedly vary as a function of B=A,T,G,C. This effect can be rationalized by the fact that the specific and non-specific duplexes of the PM are both characterized by the same WC pairing in the middle of the sequence whereas the MM form a SC pair in the specific duplexes and a WC pair in the non-specific ones (see Fig.10 ). Consequently, the interaction-and consequently also the intensity-characteristics vary in a similar fashion for all middle bases in the PM duplexes upon changing the concentration ratio r c whereas the respective interactions in the MM duplexes vary differently. Hence, the high accuracy of expression measures based on the PM-MM intensity difference is opposed by their relatively low precision. The latter effect depends in a systematic fashion on the middle base. Its explicit consideration and correction in sophisticated analysis algorithms which take into account the middle base specific intensity characteristics is expected to improve the precision of PM-MM measures.
Hybridization on microarrays
Melting experiments on DNA oligonucleotide hybridization on microarrays have shown that surface tethered DNA duplexes are less stable than hybrids formed in bulk solution as indicated by the substantial reduction of the standard enthalpy change upon denaturation (Watterson et al., 2000) .
These results suggest that the physical environment of hybrids formed at the solid interface is significantly different from that in solution owing to kinetic effects (Chan et al., 1995) On the other hand, the thermodynamic parameters of surface hybridization and thus the stability of the hybrids on microarrays display the same general trends with respect to changes of solution ionic strength and the presence of single mismatches as the duplexes formed in bulk solution (Watterson et al., 2000) . These results agree with our recent findings, which indicate agreement between chip and solution data with respect to the specificity of base pair interactions on one hand side and differences between both systems with respect to the absolute magnitude of the interactions strength on the other hand (Binder et al., 2004a) . In particular we found that the base-specific nearest neighbour free energies of WC base pairings in DNA/RNA duplexes on microarrays strongly correlate with that for hybridization in solution whereas their magnitude is considerably decreased compared with the solution data.
Surface hybridization is obviously well compatible with hybridization in solution with respect to the relative stability of base pairings. The present study confirms this "conventional" view on microarray hybridization. It predicts that (i) non-specific binding is on the average identical for PM and MM probes with systematic deviations owing to the pyrimidine/purine asymmetry of WC base pair interactions in RNA/DNA duplexes, and that (ii) the mismatch reduces the affinity of specific targetbinding to the MM due to the considerably weaker interactions of mismatched base pairings.
In this study we used two independent measures to estimate duplex stability as a function the middle base, namely the positional dependent SB-sensitivities and the sensitivity-averages over probes with a common middle base. This simple description in terms of single-base related parameters to a large extent neglects cooperative effects of the whole sequence of the oligonucleotides. The explicit consideration of the adjacent bases in terms of nearest neighbor-and/or middle triple-related energy parameters is expected to refine the results (Binder et al., 2004a) . Moreover, also the propensity of the probe and of the target for intramolecular folding (Matveeva et al., 2003) , "zippering effects" (i.e., target/probe duplexes which look like a partly opened double-ended zipper (Deutsch et al., 2004) ) and a certain fraction of shorter oligonucleotide lengths after imperfect photolithographic synthesis (Jobs Note that the positional dependent SB-sensitivity terms are effective parameters, which are averaged over all possible microscopic states of the respective duplexes. The contribution of each base pairing is weighted by its probability to occur in the individual DNA/RNA dimers. Consequently "zippering effects" and/or shorter probe lengths can explain the observed sensitivity gradient along the sequence (see panel above in Fig. 9 ) because the probability of paired bases decreases in direction towards the ends in the zippered and/or truncated duplexes. On the other hand, these effects are minimum in the centre of the sequence and, moreover, they affect the paired PM and MM in a similar fashion leaving the PM/MM log-intensity difference, and thus the estimated middle base related affinity parameters virtually unaffected.
Summary and Conclusions
Specific and non-specific hybridization give rise to different relations between the PM and MM intensities, namely a triplet-like pattern of the PM-MM log-intensity difference in the former case and a duplet-like split in the latter case. The analysis of intensity data without the careful separation between specific and non-specific binding events can therefore lead to confusion about "what RNA hybridizes the probes" and in consequence to the incorrect assignment of base pair interactions. This in turn affects the estimation of signal intensities in terms of gene expression and, in particular, the consideration of the MM intensities as a correction term for non-specific hybridization of the PM.
It has been shown that relevant interaction parameters for estimating probe intensities can be derived from chip data, and, in particular, that the set-averaged probe intensity as a simple intensity-criterion allows to discriminate between predominantly specifically and predominantly non-specifically hybridized probes. Here we analyzed the PM and MM intensities in terms of simple single baserelated parameters to establish the basic relations between the PM and MM data. A more detailed approach using nearest-neighbor interaction parameters is expected to refine the results.
The analysis indicates that the intensity of complementary MM introduces a systematic source of variation compared with the intensity of the respective PM probe. In consequence, the naive correction of the PM signal by subtracting the MM intensity decreases the precision of expression measures. Our results suggest improved algorithms of data analysis, which explicitly consider the middle-base related bias of the MM intensities to reduce their systematic effect. Moreover, the knowledge of the central base pairings in specific and non-specific duplexes allows revision of mismatch-based strategies of chip design, for example, by testing alternative rules for predefined mismatches than the complementary mismatches used on GeneChips.
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Appendix: Derivation of Eq. 18
The middle base averaged probe intensity can be approximated by the superposition of contributions due to specific and non-specific hybridization, I B P = I B P,S + I B P,NS , if one neglects saturation for sake of simplicity. 
The latter equation assumes ( ) and see also legend of Fig. 3 . 
